
Milwaukee Tools Training Flyer 
 
One type of product we offer is Milwaukee Tools. Working in our industry it is important we 
all have at least a basic understanding of the types of tools we sell the most of and some of 
the benefits of them. This flyer will serve to cover just that.  

 
 
M12 Cordless Expansion Tool Kit:  2432-22 
 

Pex is a type of plastic tubing used in plumbing and some heating applications. One type of 
pex is expansion type.  Basically, to secure expansion type pex to a fitting, the tubing is 
temporarily expanded, the fitting is inserted, and the pex contracts to form the connection. 
Expanding the tubing can be done with a manual tool or a power tool like the one to the 
right. Using the manual tool is much more labor intensive and can be very difficult in the cold 
(for more on this see the Pex Training Flyer). Different size expansion heads can be used for 
different sizes of pex. (Warranty Tool: 5yr, Battery 2yr) Product# MIL243222 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Sawzall Recip Saw Kit:  6509-31 
 

A Sawzall is a versatile tool that can cut a variety of different materials 
with different blades. The 6509-31 Sawzall Recip Saw delivers best in 
class cut speed, durability and power with 0-3,000 strokes per minute 
and a 3/4” stroke length.  
 
To provide greater user comfort, a counter weighted mechanism 
reduces vibration for smoother operation and a redesigned front grip 
area provides best in class ergonomics. The Sawzall kit comes with the 
tool and a carrying case. Tool Warranty: 5yr Product# MIL650931 
 
Also has a cordless version: MIL272021 
 
 

M12 Cordless Copper Tubing Cutter Kit:  2471-21 
 

When working with copper, cuts are often required to fit the specific application. 
Cutting copper can be done manually by spinning a small tubing cutter in circles 
around the copper. The tool to the right accomplishes the same cut, only quicker 
and with much less work.  
 
This versatile copper tubing cutter runs at 500 RPM for unmatched cutting speed 
and can make up to 200 cuts on a single charge. The cutting mechanism 
automatically adjusts diameter to cut Type K, L and M copper pipes from 3/8” to 1” 
(OD from ½” to 1-1/8”). Warranty: Tool: 5yr Battery: 2yr Product# MIL247121 
 
Kit Comes with: Tool, battery, charger, and carrying case.  

 

http://media.wix.com/ugd/d7f245_fc38b838349844d88ddaf407b6f59ab6.pdf


Milwaukee Tools Training Flyer 
M12 Plastic Pipe Shear Kit:  2470-21 
 

When working with plastic pipe, cuts are often required to fit the specific 
application. This can be done manually, with a sawzall, or with the tool to the right.  
 
Some advantages to the Shear cutter over other methods are a cleaner cut, no 
plastic shavings, and can be used in tight spaces where it would be difficult to 
operate a saw. Cut cleaner, faster, closer, and longer than traditional plastic pipe 
shears with over 200 cuts on one battery charge.  The M12 Plastic Pipe Shear can 
cut through 2” schedule 80 PVC in three seconds or less.  Product# MIL247021 
 
Can be used to cut: PVC, CPVC, ABS, PEX Tubing, Non-Metallic Conduit & Rubber 
Hose. Warranty: Tool: 5yr Battery 2yr 
 

 
M12 3/8” Drill/Driver Kit:  2407-22 
 

This Drill/Driver delivers 275 in lbs of torque – up to 25% more torque than other 
Drill/Drivers– and 0-400/0-1,500 RPM. Its compact, lightweight and durable design 
means greater comfort and efficiency on the jobsite. This drill has an all-metal single-
sleeve ratcheting chuck (the section that you turn to tighten down on a drill bit) that 
offers superior bit grip. This will ensure there is no time spent retightening and looking 
for dropped drill bits. Warranty: Tool: 5yr Battery: 2yr Product# MIL240722 
 
Kit includes: tool, battery, battery charger, belt clip, and carrying case.  
 
 
 

M18 1/2" Hammer Drill/Driver Kit:  2604-22 
 

The Milwaukee 2604-22 is a ½ inch Hammer Drill with up to 750 in lbs of torque. In 
addition to working like the drill above, this drill also uses a hammering action to make 
it easier to drill through materials. This drill has 0-550/0-1,850 RPM and 31,450 beats or 
blows per minute hammering action. Warranty: Tool: 5yr Battery: 3yr 
 
This kit includes: Tool, extended capacity battery, multi-volt charger, carrying case and 
side handle. Product # MIL260422 
 
 
 

M18 Press Tool Kit:  2673-22 
 

One method of connecting copper and fittings is through the use of press fittings. In this 
method a fitting with a special gasket in it is compressed around the pipe to form the 
connection. There are many advantages to press fittings such as, no open flame/no burn 
permit required, and very fast in comparison (you can learn more about press fitting in 
our Press Fitting Training). The tool to the right can be used to compress the fittings onto 
the pipe. Different size “jaws” are used for different sized of copper. Warranty: Tool: 5yr 
Battery 3yr Product# MIL267322 
 
Kit comes with: Tool, extended life battery, multi-volt charger, ½ - ¾ - 1 - 1¼ - 1½ - and 2 
inch jaws, and the carrying case.  
 

http://media.wix.com/ugd/d7f245_e21e67cbabe84dfbb18982be1a724972.pdf
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Next Steps and a Couple Questions: 
 

The first next step is to learn more and the next is to start bringing this up with customers. The link below is a to a video 
detailing the plastic shear tool.  
https://youtu.be/vFUtFKYcSrs 
 
TRUE or FALSE: A plastic shear tool leaves plastic shavings on the floor and the edge of the cut of the pipe.  
TRUE or FALSE: An expansion tool only needs one expansion head.  

https://youtu.be/vFUtFKYcSrs

